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SOLIDARITY

Rally demands
sanctuary SJSU
BY DIANA SAN
STAFF WRITER

JUAN

SJSU students marched around
campus in solidarity for immigrant
students as part of ‘Sanctuary
Campus’ on Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
‘Sanctuary Campus’ is a nationwide
movement that began after Donald
Trump’s presidential win last week.
College students around the United
States walked out of class and
protested over immigration in hopes
of “pressuring officials to make
their school a ‘sanctuary campus’
that limits cooperation with federal
immigration authorities,” according
to CNN.
Sociology senior Emma Cardenas
put the group together in hopes

of making a difference for the
SJSU community, especially for
undocumented students.
“We are standing up against the
rhetoric that has been prominent in
Donald Trump’s campaign and now
that he’s assuming the presidency,”
Cardenas said. “We just want to
say that we will keep people safe
and won’t allow that rhetoric to run
rampant in our campus because we
protect everybody.”
For social worker senior Stanley
Gaeta, the march was for more than
just undocumented students.
“For those who are undocumented,
queer, disabled, Black, Latino,
Muslim or anybody who feels scared
during this time,” Gaeta said. “We
want to make sure that there are

PHOTOS BY KAVIN MISTRY AND RAYMOND BALTAZAR | SPARTAN DAILY
(TOP LEFT) Senior computer science major Ai Nakamura holds up a sign in promoting a safe space for campus.
(TOP RIGHT) Graphic design major Tami Popoola protest with a group of students wanting safety and solidarity.
(BOTTOM RIGHT) SJSU students march around campus protesting for “Sanctuary Campus.”

people on this campus who are fighting
for people to feel included in a time
where students may not feel included or
anyone feels scared.”
Some of the signs read “Illegal is a

Colonial Construct,” “You Are Wanted and
Loved at SJSU” and “We Are With You.”
Some
protesters
had
personal
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CONSTRUCTION ON CAMPUS

Election results
shouldn’t shock

Recreation center demolition begins
BY SHELLISE WEST
STAFF WRITER

CHRISTAN SANTOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITING
If you haven’t seen the Rust Belt,
you don’t understand the desperation.
Dead smokestacks tower over little
towns, their shadows like dark prison
bars. Dilapidated factories stand
like industrial cathedrals, hopelessly
praying for resurrection to a silent God.
NAFTA. TPP. China’s entrance into

See

TRUMP page 5

A new sequence of construction
has officially begun on the Student
Recreation Aquatic Center following
the delay of Campus Village 2 that kept
students in the classic brick-layered halls
for over a month.
An electrical project for the newest
facility blocked multiple entry ways that
includes the Seventh and Eighth Street
entrances into campus.
The electric installment began in front
of the Event Center and the SJSU Sport
Club that is still operating through the
construction sequence.
Sport Club supervisor Gino Liban
addressed the blocking of the entrance of
the gym did not hinder students.
“I would have to say because of the
construction outside the main entry point
is blocked, but because there are still a
lot of students coming in,” Liban said.

SHELLISE WEST | SPARTAN DAILY
The front of San Jose State University’s Event Center is fenced up as a construction worker lays dirt onto a truck.

SJSU media relations coordinator Pat
Harris released a statement in October
regarding the $130 million project.
Mandatory fees for students cover
construction costs and maintenance

on the building headed by the Student
Union Inc.
Information recorded by the Student

See
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Lecture shows prisons’ problems
BY RYAN BARNHART
STAFF WRITER
The San Jose State
Campus Reading Program
held a lecture in the
Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Library focusing on
mass incarceration in the
United States.
Labeled
“Crime
and
Incarceration,” the event
featured political science
professor Garrick Percival
who authored the 2015
book ‘Smart on Crime: The
Struggle to Build a Better
American Penal System.’
Much
of
Percival’s
lecture involved America’s
incarceration problems, the
burgeoning reform movement
as well as optimism for
the future on how society
can make changes toward
equality when it comes to the
criminal justice system.
Many of the statistics
discussed included how the
U.S. not only has more people
in prison than any other
country, but how the prison
population has increased

drastically since the ‘70s.
“This
has
affected
everybody,” Percival said.
“There isn’t one group
that hasn’t been affected,
including juveniles.”
Percival also said that there
can be detrimental effects to
those who were previously
incarcerated, including but
not limited to being able to
thrive successfully in society
such as obtaining a job and
marrying post-prison release.
California itself is one of
the main issues regarding
large imprisonment numbers
in the countries. The state’s
prison population increased
800 percent between 1975
and 2006.
“We’re all to blame,”
Percival
said.
“Both
Democrats and Republicans
thought that it would make
sense to be tough on crime.”
Percival used Bill Clinton as
an example in the shift in the
democratic thought process
with crime and how being
perceived as “soft on crime”
would hurt his election.
He also mentions how the
state of California alone has

imprisonment numbers equal
to that of the federal system.
Despite
the
high
imprisonment numbers,
there have been areas of
prison reform, including
a larger focus on prisoner
rehabilitation and state
and federal drug policy
reforms for those on
probation and parole who
are in good standing.
The state of California
alone
has
decreased
its inmate population
by 33,000 since 2011,
according to the California
Department of Corrections
and Rehabilitation.
“It could get better because
I see a lot of people focusing
on these mass incarceration
numbers these days,” said
aviation freshman Rakshanda
Rajkumar. “I definitely think
there’s a better future waiting
for us.”
Percival concluded his
lecture with a few ideas
toward even more reform,
such as reducing sentences
for violent crime, regulating
prosecutors and increasing
funding for public defenders.

“The main thing is the
criminal justice system …
affects all major aspects of
life,” Percival said. “It’s a
system that requires attention
and a system that requires
major reforms.”
The
Crime
and
Incarceration lecture is
part of a series of lectures
during
the
semester
to promote the book
selection for the SJSU
Campus Reading Program
Just Mercy by Bryan
Stevenson and highlights
the
issues
regarding
mass incarceration in the
United States.
“This is a book that brings
some people to tears, it makes
some people numb,” said
humanities professor Scot
Guenter. “But eventually,
people that care about other
people will rise to action to
make a better society.”
Bryan Stevenson will
make an appearance to
promote his book Feb. 24 at
the Hammer Theater.

Follow Ryan on Twitter
@ryan_barnhart
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Union
Inc.
allowed
students to decide on the
approved mandatory fee in
a 2014 survey, according to
Harris’s report.
Vice
President
of
Administration
and
Finance Charles Faas
spoke with Harris about the
construction project.
“The new Spartan
Recreation and Aquatic
Center will bring was
envisioned for students
and
by
students,”
Faas said. “It’s a huge
undertaking, and one
that we are proud to
present as we seek to
support our students
with excellent facilities
and services inside the
classroom and out.”
Windows were recently
knocked out of Royce and
Hoover Hall, which will
soon be replaced by the new
center, according to Harris.
The center will include
an indoor running track,
basketball courts and a
rock climbing area.
Four areas designated
for cardio and gender-

inclusive changing and
shower rooms will be
added to the center as
improvements from the
current Sport Club.
The center will be filled
with staff offices and host
NCAA Division I teams,
intramural and club sports.
In an effort to gain
student
acceptance,
the Student Union Inc.
began proposals for the
construction
project
with presentations and
focus groups that are still
discussing
suggestions
regarding the facility.
Business administration
senior Charles Collins
expressed his concern
about
how
students
feel left out when
construction
usually
begins on campus.
“It’s rather excessive,”
Collins said. “I wish that
the university would do
more to let us students
know when specifically to
expect new construction
and what project it is for.”
The SRAC is expected to
be completed in the Spring
of 2019.

Follow Shellise on Twitter
@soulfulpenned

San Jose State alumni mentor students on networking
BY JASON DUNHAM
STAFF WRITER
SJSU students and alumni filled the
Student Union Ballroom on Wednesday
evening for the “How to Find a Mentor &
Network for Career Success” workshop,
created to teach students how to present
themselves and prepare to enter the
workforce with strong networking skills
after graduation.
The event opened with a panel on
networking skills by the owner of Elkins
Retail Advertising, Inc. and SJSU
advertising department graduate Hunter
Elkins, class of 1987 who named the
company after an advertising course:
consumer advertising.
The other panelist was Shaun Tai who
received his BS in advertising in 2005 and
master’s in architectural & urban design
masters in 2007. He is the founder and
executive director of the Oakland Digital
Arts and Literary Center.
During the panel, Elkins talked about
the importance of taking the time to learn
about the person you are trying to network
with and not taking things personally.
“Know a little something about the
person you are talking to and know about
yourself,” Elkins said. “It is a numbers
game, it is a process nobody is personally
insulting you by not returning your call or
email, they don’t know you well enough.”
The panel was hosted by Janikke Klem,
an alumna who graduated in 1997 in
health science.

Towards the panel’s conclusion, students
were given the opportunity to put the
information to use by networking with a
variety of alumni and other students.
Working in teams, students and alumni
discussed the information presented by
the panelists and went further on the
subject of networking.
SJSU communications junior Alejandra
Carranza worked with John Salangsang, a
2013 graduate who works in SJSU’s Career
Center. Carranza talked about the advice
Salangsang gave the group.
“He mentioned to put yourself out there
and not be afraid of talking to others,”
Carranza said. “People are so used to being
on their phones all the time and not use to
going up to people and making that bold
move to get out there.”
After the workshop ended, many students
remained to meet some alumni and talk
one on one.
“I came to the event because I wanted to
learn how to network effectively and see
how best to approach someone and ask
them to be a mentor, because it is such
an important skill nowadays,” software
engineer junior Roberto Campbell said.
“This was incredibly valuable because they
gave very helpful tips on how to approach
people online.”
Campbell got to work with Elkins who
urged the students at his table to get on the
job search now rather than later.
“One of the things he said that really
affected me was, that right now is the
best time to do something if you are

JASON DUNHAM | SPARTAN DAILY
San Jose State University alumnus Eugene Wu, a cloud technical account manager for Amazon web services,
talks to students about further networking strategies.

really passionate about it,” Campbell
said. “That just changed my perspective
on the career search.”
The alumni enjoy returning to SJSU
to work with students at events that help
better their professional skillset .
“I had a great experience at San Jose
State and I just want to give back,” said
Romina Perez, WhatsApp’s Technical
Customer Operations and Localization
employee. “I think we had very motivated
students, they all seemed to know the
major they wanted to do and were very
curious and interested in learning more
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connections to the issues. For
psychology junior Emilie Rodriguez,
one of MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center’s
diversity advocate interns, her goal was
to raise awareness for the sake of her
family, while expressing her passion for
social justice.
“I feel like I have an obligation to
do this,” Rodriguez said. “My dad is
from Mexico and even though he is
documented, I know he sacrificed a lot
for me to be here and to come to school
here. I think I owe it to my community
that is Latino and to my community
here on campus.”
Despite the small turnout, protesters
believed it was the perfect way to let

about how to expand their networks.”
The “How to Find a Mentor & Network
for Career Success” workshop is the final
event in the Spartan Success Series for Fall
2016. The Spartan Success series is made
up of workshops, panels and resume review
sessions designed to help students for life
after graduation.
Students returning in 2017 will have more
chances to learn career development skills
and work with alumni during the Spring
2017 semester.
Follow Jason on Twitter
@judgmented1

students know that they are visible and
offering support to people who need it.
“There wasn’t that many people but
there was some of us that came out and
it was still very powerful because I saw
people staring and that starts planting
the seed,” Rodriguez said.
The protesters met in front of the John
Carlos and Tommie Smith statues and
marched to the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Library, headed to CVB and walked
back to the statues by 4 p.m.
“We need to see more students coming
out and doing these things,” Rodriguez
said. “People need to come together and
be like ‘Hey, let’s do something like this;’
more participation is definitely something
we need for change to happen.”

Follow us on Instagram
@SPARTANDAILY

Follow Diana on Twitter
@dianasj09
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Goodbye Tribe, thank you for your service
BY FRANCISCO
STAFF WRITER

FRANCO

Q-Tip, Ali Shaheed Muhammad,
Jarobi White and Phife Dawg all
compose one of the most important
hip-hop groups of all time: A Tribe
Called Quest.
Their albums ‘The Low End
Theory’ and ‘Midnight Marauders’
received critical acclaim in the ‘90s
for their eloquent blend of afrobeats and jazz. Many artists today
like Kendrick Lamar, Kanye West,
André 3000, Pusha T and Pharrell
Williams point to the iconic group
as an inspiration.
Almost two decades later, A Tribe
Called Quest returns with its sixth
and final album: ‘We Got It from
Here... Thank You 4 Your Service;’ a
title chosen by Phife Dawg before he
passed away at age 45 from diabetes.
This final offering by Tribe is
as much a eulogy to Phife Dawg
as it is a protest against today’s
political scene. Due to the release
date being just three days after the
election, it is clear that the album
is not a response to the results, but
the results definitely heighten the
album’s message.
A Tribe Called Quest kicks
off the project doing what they
do best, spitting witty, socially
conscious bars over a jazzy, boombap beat on the introductory track
‘The Space Program.’
“It’s time to go left and not right.
Gotta get it together forever, gotta
get it together for brothers, gotta get
it together for sisters, for mothers
and fathers and dead n****s,”
Q-Tip raps in his nasally voice.
The introductory track continues
and within the first verse Q-Tip and
Jarobi are already competitively
trading lines back and forth. This
adds a very nostalgic touch to the

album, taking listeners back to the
days when lyrics mattered more
than beats.
Despite its moments of nostalgia,
this album is by no means stuck in
the past.
“Our people forsaken, dawg. No
Washingtons, Jeffersons, Jacksons
on the captain’s log,” raps Jarobi.
While on the surface these lines
seem to be referring to money,
they could also be in reference to
common African-American last
names that Jarobi believes will be
left off the space captain’s log when
humans venture into space, hence
the title of the intro.
On the second track ‘We the
People…’ Q-Tip begins to point
fingers at those responsible for the
injustices Africans-Americans face
in this country. He calls out the
IRS and labels them as piranhas
that keep people in low income
neighborhoods stuck, or “living in
a fishbowl.”
Q-Tip also sheds light on the
mistreatment of other minorities
in the hook, which seems to
be mocking Donald Trump’s
campaign tactics.
“All you black folks, you must
go. All you Mexicans, you must go
and all you poor folks, you must
go. Muslims and gays, boy, we hate
your ways. So all you bad folks, you
must go,” raps Q-Tip.
‘We the People…’ also features
a pre-recorded bridge from Phife
Dawg, who appears throughout
the album. The final track ‘The
Donald’ features a full length Phife
Dawg verse. Phife Dawg rightfully
calls himself a legend in his final
verse and says good-bye to the rap
game in style.
“Untouchable in my zone, watch
it, don’t leave him alone. F***
your ass cheek flows with bars

sweeter than scones. Put down
microphone.” Even when rapping
about sweets, Phife Dawg did not
sugar coat anything he had to say.
Long time collaborator Busta
Rhymes contributes with three
features on the album. As he would
do in the 90s, Rhymes blindsides
listeners and bulldozes the track
‘Mobius,’ which starts off as a
smooth, piano-driven head bobber.
However, ‘We Got It from Here
... Thank You 4 Your Service’
features more new friends than
old ones. Anderson .Paak sings
a soulful chorus on ‘Movin’
Backwards,’ Kanye West delivers a
clever hook “They sold ya,” which
sounds a lot like soldier on the song
‘The Killing Season’ and Kendrick
Lamar does his part on the song
‘Conrad Tokyo’ where he compares
Democrats and Republicans to
Bloods and Crips.
André 3000 delivers the best
feature on the track ‘Kids …’ Three
Stacks and Q-Tip trade verses
meant to encourage kids who want
to be rappers to also pursue a plan b.
They inform kids that the lifestyle
they long for is fake as a lot of the
rappers they idolize simply portray
the image of being rich.
“Kids, don’t you know all this s**t
is fantasy?” André 3000 repeats on
the hook.
‘We Got It from Here ... Thank
You 4 Your Service’ is a clear
contender for album of the year.
It takes many listens as it’s loaded
with substance but it’s substance
we truly needed to hear with all
that’s been going on in 2016.
President-elect Donald Trump
won voters over by promising to
take the country back to the good
old days. While this album has it’s
moments of nostalgia it always
looks to the future. It highlights the

dangers of moving backwards and
warns listeners of “the devastation
of Obama’s nation.”
Goodbye Tribe. We’ve got it
from here.

Follow Francisco on Twitter
@francology_

A Tribe Called Quest
Disc ogra phy

People’s Instinctive Travels
and the Paths of Rhythm
(1990)
The Low End Theory
(1991)

Midnight Marauders
(1993)
Beats, Rhymes and Life
(1996)

The Love Movement
(1998)

Images gathered from Wikimedia

We Got It from Here...
Thank You 4 Your Service
(2016)
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Raw faces Smackdown for
the first time since 2010
BY LUKE JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER
For the first time in six years, WWE
pits its two brands, Smackdown and
Raw, against each other and a lot can go
wrong. Somehow, the creative branch
has to develop a script for a team to lose
without appearing weak.
Fans will watch the 30th annual
Survivor Series this Sunday, a pay-perview (PPV) event that has traditionally
showcased the ultimate contest of
juggernaut tandem versus juggernaut
tandem with three tag-team elimination
matches this year.
Raw is clearly the favorite to come
out victorious. It is WWE’s longestrunning weekly show founded in 1993,
and also has a larger roster and more air
time (three hours per show compared
to two) than its counterpart. However,
I am opposed to the theory that Raw is
the favorite, at least in the PPV’s most
important match.
The main event will consist of the top
five male wrestlers for both brands —
Kevin Owens (Universal Champion),
Chris Jericho, Roman Reigns, Seth
Rollins and Braun Stroman for Raw,
and A.J. Styles (World Champion), Dean
Ambrose, Randy Orton, Bray Wyatt and
Shane McMahon with mascot James
Ellsworth for Smackdown. The two
contingents were featured in a brawl last
Monday with Team Raw getting the best
of Smackdown. This usually indicates
that the team on the losing end will get
revenge at the PPV in a victorious fashion
— which is what I believe will happen.
I’m willing to bet my college scholarship
that Smackdown’s women will not defeat
Raw in their 5-on-5 match. Charlotte,
Sasha Banks and San Jose’s very own
Bayley are by far the most popular women
in the industry, and the only competitor
who comes close on Smackdown is
Becky Lynch. WWE’s women were also
featured in an invasion-like brawl this

week, and Team Smackdown came out
on top. Therefore, Team Raw is poised
to win at Survivor Series in the women’s
division, which makes it more unlikely
for Raw’s men to win in a clean sweep.
The most promoted singles bout
this weekend is a rematch 12 years in
the making — Brock Lesnar versus
Goldberg. The leadup to this fight is
causing hardcore fans to have premature
mental orgasms, but not me.
The two’s previous performance in
2004 at Wrestlemania 20 was the most
overhyped match of all time. It was
pinned as “beast versus beast,” and two
bonafide ass kickers tearing each other
apart. However, fans only received two
bums on their way out the door — Lesnar
was trying out for the NFL, Goldberg was
retiring — and didn’t care about leaving
a lasting impression. But now, they want
to make up for it.
Goldberg hasn’t wrestled since that day.
On top of having ring rust, he was already
a below average technical performer.
His peak of popularity in 1998 was one
of the highest peaks in history, but that
was only because he portrayed a monster
combatant of a human being and made
it believable. When he executed his
finishing moves, it made me question if
the other competitors still had pulses.
Despite my doubts, this match has the
potential to be great, but I’m not putting
my money on it.
What people can expect from the third
elimination tag-team match is a spot fest.
The term “spot” refers to high-impact
wrestling moves. This is going to be a
20-man match, and somehow 10 to 19
wrestlers have to be pinned or submitted
in about 15 minutes, estimatedly. It’s
essentially impossible to predict who
will win, but what can be counted on
is footage for future “don’t try this at
home” videos.
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Classifieds
Crossword Puzzle

Jokin’ Around
What did the dolphin say
to the whale when he
bumped into him?
$QVZHU,GLGQ·WGRLWRQ
SRUSRLVH
What did the buffalo say
to his son when he left for
college?
Answer: BISON

Complete the grid so that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9
inclusively.

Place Your Ad
Previous Solutions

Nov 16

ACROSS
1 Evening, in Naples
5 Needle
10 Smallest mergan
ser
14 Anonymous people
15 Word with “tube” or
“city”
16 Leaning Tower city
17 7KH\·UHKDUPRQL
ous
20 Exhaust output
21 “Not ___, later
maybe”
22 A single crunch
23 “___ takers?”
24 Leaf vein
27 Disposed of a
dragon
29 Where the rain
falls mainly on the
plain?
32 “Able was
I ___ ...”
33 Harley, in slang
36 Raccoon relative
38 Aria
singers
41 Chips in
a can
42 Cellular
stuff
43 Fast no longer
44 Fix with
a needle
46 ,OOFRQVLGHUHG
50 Places in correct
positions
52 “And stuff like that”
55 Extinct cousin of
the kiwi
56 Hawaiian necklace

57 Engine
coo lers
60 Singers with class?
63 Conceal
64 Glowing cookout
leftover
65 Genesis man with
a murderous broth
er
66 Fling
67 Begins the betting
68 Rattling breath
sound
DOWN
1 ___ up
(recovers from a
booze binge)
2 Coat for
a tooth
3 What a new cook
depends on
4 Is the
inquiring type
5 Easy basket
6 Diplomats, e.g.
7 By an unknown
author, in poetry
8 Timer divs.
9 Historical period
10 Was in the Bond
trade?
11 Abuse
12 6XIÀ[WKDWWDNHV
things to the
extreme
13 Is no longer
18 Red, white and
blue country
19 ___ wait (plotting)
24 Like some musical
keys
25 7HQQHVVHH·VVWDWH
ÁRZHU

26 “The Fresh Prince
RIBBB$LUµ
28 What a historian
can answer
30 Simple
writing
31 Be under
the weather
34 Adjective in a
health store
35 Causes
irritation
37 Russian ruler, once
38 Exam not penned
39 Showing no com
passion
40 “Game, ___ and
match”
41 Cause of royal
insomnia, in a
fairytale
45 6W-RKQ·VDWKOHWHV
for a time
47 0LFURVFRSLFRUJDQ
ism
48 Reddish brown
49 Bug
51 Sideshow perform
ers
53 Arena
seating levels
54 Engine part
57 Behind
58 Caen cleric
59 Aspen lift
60 U.K. clock setting
61 “7 Faces of Dr. ___”
ÀOP
62 Durocher in the
Baseball Hall of
Fame

Place your Ads Online at
SpartanDaily.CampusAve.
com.
You can also place
FODVVLÀHGVWKURXJKWKH
6SDUWDQ'DLO\$GRIÀFH
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TRUMP

supporters were beaten and chased
like animals. I remember seeing
hordes of laughing men pelting a
lone white woman with eggs and
spit, immediately realizing that
Middle America voted for Trump.
The sleeping giant is awake, the
silent majority is back.
The political correctness that’s
infected campuses, the media and
our mental filters has justified
savage behavior. The labeling of
millions as racists, misogynists,
homophobes and more is trending
on Tumblr. Freedom of speech,
once academia’s spirit, is being
lambasted as a vehicle of hatred.
I fear that with millennials’
ascendance, we will see the First
Amendment’s repeal in favor of
“hate speech” laws. Urban-rural
divides and culture wars have
always existed, but the societal
shift, connected to social media,
that metastasized under Obama’s
presidency is unprecedented.
Modern “social justice” is an
antithesis to American ideals of

free expression. Jargon like “safe
spaces” and “microaggressions”
are common lexicon. Good-hearted
people are painted as oppressors.
When America’s working-class
whites lament over their legitimately
desperate disadvantages in a
globalizing economy, they get
laughed at, lectured on white
privilege and snarkily questioned
on why they just don’t leave
their irrelevant towns. They are
labelled Nazis by thugs employing
Sturmabteilung tactics reminiscent
of 1933 Germany.
And to those who endorse
modern “social justice,” you really
thought pissing off Americans
with nothing to lose was a smart
strategy? You thought calling
Trump-supporting
minorities
“Uncle Toms” and “house n****rs”
would make them sympathetic?
Hell, after all the outcry, Trump
received more Latino and Black
support than Romney. All this did
was galvanize supporters and hide
them from pollsters. They were

probably attracted to Trump for
his hardline immigration stance
and economic nationalism, but I
am convinced they were cemented
because of the “social justice” of
pundits and sidewalk intimidators.
No Trump scandal had a chance
of hindering the opportunity to
show elites and “social justice
warriors” how much Americans
despised being placed in a “basket
of deplorables.”
“Social
justice
warriors”
lectured the Rust Belt, people
who have economically agonized
for decades, about “oppression”
from dreadlock-donning white
boys, ethnic Halloween costumes
and Internet memes. They
sent kids home from college
that equivocate parents with
Hitler and the KKK because of
disagreements with Black Lives
Matter. They divided this country
to a magnitude reminiscent of the
1960s. Their actions speak louder
than Trump’s words.
As I write this, smashed windows

and blocked highways abound.
Trump supporters, from high
schoolers to the elderly, are being
brutally beaten by people of color.
What happened to accepting results
and reconciling? I see the same
working-class folk I fished with, the
men I’d share Virginia sunsets with
over a Marlboro and a Budweiser,
being brutalized and demonized.
If you don’t want Trump’s most
extreme policies or his reelection,
stop the violence and unfounded
accusations of bigotry. Weaponized
political correctness is the silent
majority’s enemy. For every
innocent American bloodied and
flag burned, you send 10,000
Middle American votes to Trump
and 10,000 voice mails to Capitol
Hill urging deportations. You mail
10,000 Trump hats and stick 10,000
Trump signs along the highway.
This is how Trump won. This is how
Trump wins ... again.

Television’s at-home
comfort is overpowering

At some point, you start to get a
bit tired of seeing the same movie
over and over again.
In the television industry,
however, the viewer is given more
original and fresh content than
ever before.
According to a Business Insider
article outlining TV growth,
the number of scripted shows in
production has more than doubled
since 2002 with 182 shows to 419
in 2015.
While much of that content is
still borrowed from other sources
like books, there is a sense of
variety that you don’t quite get
with most big-budget films.
‘Game of Thrones’ is a completely
different show than something like
‘Westworld,’ yet both see sky-high
viewership ratings.
There is also an emotional aspect
in television that you can’t quite
achieve through the medium of film.

Season after season, episode
after episode, you see the same
characters on the screen.
Though you can never actually
meet them in person, you know
just about everything about
them, building a strange bond
with these people on screen.
Should that same character
meet his or her untimely demise,
it can be a powerful move by
the writers that sends shivers
down your spine, leading
you to venting your emotions
throughout social media and
message boards.
Just because film is struggling
to find a successful middle
ground outside of the Marvel
blockbusters doesn’t mean that
it’s dead.
There will still be movies near
the end of the year pumped out
by studios in an attempt to rack
up awards.

Despite my nihilism toward
the overload of franchises on
the big screen, I can’t help but
maintain my excitement for the
next ‘Star Wars’ movie.
However, in terms of the sheer
number of quality content you
can spend your time watching,
it seems like television has
overtaken film.
Even the times when there is a
movie your have a desire to see,
is it worth the $12 or — should
you want to see it in IMAX 3-D
— $20 you would have to pay
instead of just waiting about a
year till it comes out on Netfl ix?
Going to the theater will always
be a fun experience, but maybe
now it’s not as fun as sitting in
the comfort of your bedroom.

Continued from page 1
WTO. The Rust Belt slowly bled
to death in front of its children,
and now those children walk to
school amongst fossils of the steel
leviathans fondly remembered by
their fathers.
I’ve traveled across America.
Millions
of
good-hearted
Americans live outside city limits.
Yes, many are working-class whites.
And yes, as a former resident of
Northern Virginia, I sometimes felt
“we” were better than “them” in our
affluent suburbia. Time, however,
is humbling, and I now understand
their heartbreak and rage.
I remember watching Chicago’s
chaotic Trump rally with my late
grandmother. She witnessed the
flag that liberated her country
being burned and waved upside
down beneath Mexican and
communist banners. I remember
San Jose’s rally, where Trump

RYAN BARNHART

STAFF WRITER
I can’t honestly remember the
last time I was really excited to
head into the movie theater.
With 3-D and IMAX increasing
ticket prices that are already too
expensive, you have to really
pick and choose nowadays how
often you go out to catch a flick.

As the price of admission has
slowly grown, the quality of films
has gone down as well.
It seems like film has degraded
over the years, but television just
keeps getting better and better.
In the last decade alone, the
United States and Canada have
seen the total theater admissions
for the year dwindle by over $250
million, according to the National
Association of Theatre Owners.
Why is it that movies are not as
appealing as they used to be?
It seems like most of the movies
that are hyped up for the year
are either comic book movies or
sequels attempting to squeeze
every last bit of nostalgia from
the viewer.

Highlighting your
social media pics,
statuses, and tweets
at San Jose State
University!

Follow Christan on Twitter
@christansantos1

Follow Ryan on Twitter
@ryan_barnhart

SJSU
Gets Active!
Students make their voices heard
throughout campus with their actions.
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Is it too early to be in the Christmas spirit?
Let it snow, let it snow

VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA

STAFF WRITER
It’s the morning after Halloween and I’m
driving to school playing the classic ‘All
I Want For Christmas Is You’ by Mariah
Carey. You might be thinking “This kid is
crazy, it’s barely the start of November.” I
say, “Why stop at 25 days of Christmas,
when you can have 55?”
You can say that I’m a bit farfetched to
think that celebrating Christmas almost
two months in advance, but if my inner
nine-year-old self had his way, we would
have Christmas lights out year ‘round.
As you make your way through stores
around town, you will realize the
Christmas creep is wonderfully upon us.
With ads starting as early as September
this year, it may get annoying for some,
but it can actually be economically helpful
in the long run.
Kmart put out a Christmas ad 105 days
prior to Christmas last year, according to
The Atlantic.
Now this may seem excessive, but think
about it this way: there is an opportunity
to get it in people’s heads early so they
start their Christmas shopping early;
therefore, the Christmas rush is lighter on
retail employees.
The Harvard Business Review reported
that a total of 67 percent of people had
no problem with Christmas ads starting
in fall. Yet newsgroups and Grinch-like
people everywhere are complaining
about how it’s a new ordeal to be
skipping Thanksgiving.
Ana Serafin Smith, senior director of

media relations at the National Retail
Federation, told BBC News that retailers
have been advertising for Christmas
before Thanksgiving as early as 1885.
Victorians, at the time, discovered that
advertising not only boosted their sales in
mail-order catalogues, but also lightened
their workload.
Being a former Foot Locker employee, I
know firsthand what Christmas shopping
is like once the holiday season draws
near. I also know that the hours for retail
employees are limited, so by starting the
season early, you not only put money in
retail employees’ pockets, but you lighten
their load come Christmas.
In addition, retailers have not had the
strongest holiday sales these last few
years. So excuse them if they decide to
skip out on selling turkey-adorned kitchen
towels in favor of the horde of Christmas
items that can make them an actual profit.
The last thing we need, along with a new
president, is a poor economy.
My favorite part of Christmas is the
nostalgia that comes with the decorations,
music, food and Starbucks red cups. You
can argue that starting to celebrate and
decorate the day after Halloween diffuses
the feeling, but it extends the period of
time for me — which for the most part
why I’m in school.
The Christmas creep also has some
worried that Black Friday will be more
labor intensive, but this year, the Mall of
America announced they will not open
on Thanksgiving Day, allowing their
employees to celebrate with their families.
So instead of grinching around and
complaining about the Christmas creep,
accept the fact that this has been around
since before any of us were born. Yes, you
can eat your turkey on Thanksgiving and
have your Christmas tree up early too.

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@vinceserna_

Christmas is coming to town too early

KARIANNE SUDYKA

STAFF WRITER
On the fi rst day of November, my
true love said to me: Why the heck is
Christmas so damn early?
Okay, no they didn’t, but that’s what I
think whenever I hear ‘Twelve Days of
Christmas’ right after Halloween.
That and on the day after Halloween,
also known as Nov. 1 to the rest of us,
stores are already lining the shelves
with Christmas-themed decor, wrapping
paper and trinkety gift ideas.
Christmas is one of my favorite
holidays, don’t get me wrong. I’m
not just a Grinch who is here to ruin
the holiday for anyone who starts
celebrating Christmas in November.
At the beginning of November, I look
forward to Thanksgiving meals and
family gatherings because I do not see
some relatives very often. However,
November should be dedicated to
celebrating Native American Heritage
Month, honoring our veterans, gathering
for great feasts and being thankful for
what and who we have in our lives, not
thinking about singing ‘Jingle Bells’
and buying trinkets.
In an episode of ‘Always Open’ by
Rooster Teeth, podcast guest Mica
Burton talked about the day after
Halloween being the first day of preChristmas. This led to a conversational
debate among the podcast crew
over when is the best time to start
anticipating Christmas.
Burton tweeted right after midnight on

Nov. 1 and said, “Y’all don’t understand.
I’m The Nightmare Before Christmas
incarnate. I go 0-100/Spooky-Jolly in .5
seconds. Happy 1st of Pre-Christmas.”
To be honest, I’m only grumpy about
Christmas’ early arrival because the
holiday season seems to focus on
materialism. This includes purchasing
decorations, gifts and random extra
stuff. From extravagant purses to
stupidly expensive watches to socks
we all know the kids won’t appreciate,
buying ridiculous, unnecessary has
become a part of this thing we call life.
Advertisements for “Christmas Sales”
and “Holiday Sales” in the beginning
of November show how much preChristmas focuses on material items we
can purchase and not about quality time
with family and friends. The Christmas
hype and Black Friday shopping sales
become annoying after a short amount
of time.
With the Christmas profiteering of
businesses comes the constant noise
from holiday music. Radio stations
including KOIT 94.5 FM have a
tradition of playing Christmas songs
on repeat until Dec. 25. Musicians are
already releasing and promoting their
next Christmas albums. We just finished
celebrating ghosts and ghouls, so we
don’t need to immediately jump into the
holiday originally used to celebrate the
birth of Jesus Christ.
I love putting up decorations, getting
together with my family and friends,
exchanging gifts and enjoying good
food, but my God, we don’t need to have
Christmas shoved down our throats
so early in the year. Wait until the
end of November to start celebrating
Christmas. That would be great, thanks.
Sincerely, the Grinch.

Follow Karianne on Twitter
@ktsudyka

Starbucks’ green cups have coffee community seeing red

STAFF WRITER
Since
Halloween’s
end,
everyone and their mothers
are furiously switching gears
from ghosts and skeletons
to Thanksgiving feasts and
Christmas mistletoe.
It is at this time that companies
around the world realize this
transition as well.
Nordstrom brings out the
Christmas decorations, grocery
stores pile up on ingredients for
the perfect Thanksgiving meal
and Starbucks reveals its newest
holiday cup.
For many Starbucks lovers,
the holiday cup reveal is just as
special as when the pumpkin
spice latte makes a comeback.

“Went to get my fi rst Red Cup
and it’s GREEN?! WHAT? My
gingerbread latte is instantly
less festive. So mad,” Twitter
user Meg Towner said.
Some people got really heated
about the message behind the
green cup and not so much about
the appearance.

“

“

TAYLOR JONES

This time around, however,
Starbucks came out with a new
design that had their fans turn as
red as their holiday cups.
On Nov. 1, Starbucks came out
with a limited edition cup made by
artists Shogo Ota. Ota had created
a drawing of more than 100 people
with one pen stroke.
The design was to celebrate
the bond between Starbucks and
its fans. It connected the barista
to the customer in one elegant
pen stroke.
The premise of the cup and what
it stood for sounded great to me.
I am not a big fan of Starbucks,
but hearing the backstory to the
green cups and being a barista
myself at a specialty coffee shop
made me think about how the
coffee community intertwines
with consumers.
I thought it was a great idea,
but many Starbucks junkies
thought otherwise.
When the green cup debut
at almost all of the Starbucks
locations, people were furious and
expressed their rage on Twitter.

If [th
[the holiday cup]
irks you in some
weird way, then you
have some problems
you need to sort out
rself.
by yourself.

Many thought that Starbucks
was providing a “political
agenda” with the green cup.
“@Starbucks Screw you. My
coffee should NOT (and DOES
NOT) come with political

Benjamin Siepak

Mack Lundstrom

brainwashing. I dropped @
Starbucks like a hot rock,” said
fuming Twitter user @RadioAnna.
Looking at the backlash
Starbucks has received because
of the simple green cup has me
thinking one thing: It is just a
cup people!
If you are so enraged that your
precious holiday cup was not
just replaced but also not out by
the time that you wanted it to be,
you should really get a life.
For the people who are
fuming because you think that
the green cup boasts political
brainwashing and a liberal
agenda: you can also get a life
and maybe recognize actual
political brainwashing.
These are cups that hold
coffee. I am so curious as
to why so many people have
become outraged over a simple
cup design.
First of all, the description
of the green coffee cup states
that it is not the holiday cup
and is more for showing a unity
between consumer and worker.

If that irks you in some
weird way, then you have some
problems you need to sort out
by yourself.
I can say it over and over
again, but no one should be this
upset over a cup design. It is so
laughable that people got upset
over such a small thing.
As another Twitter user @
geoffkinns said about the issue,
“trying to figure out how I can
possibly get offended by this
Starbucks holiday cup. I guess
someone will find a way.”
People did find a way to get
offended, and it surely puzzles
my brain.
No one should be this upset
over a cup design, period.
The actual holiday cups
are out now so everyone can
calm down. Happy Holidays
everyone and try to enjoy the
little things in life rather than
getting offended by them.

Follow Taylor on Twitter
@tayj95_jones
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STAPLE IN THE

SYSTEM

BY SHELLISE WEST
STAFF WRITER
An integral member of the
t
team
since the beginning of
tthe Dave Wojcik coaching era,
ssenior guard Isaac Thornton has
sseen both the highs and lows of
tthe men’s basketball program at
San Jose State University over
S
tthe course of four years.
The San Antonio native joined
tthe SJSU men’s basketball
tteam with a strong interest for
pplaying in the Mountain West
Conference at a high level.
C
“I developed a good relationship
with Coach Woj and some of
w
tthe other coaches that recruited
me here,” Thornton said. “They
m
weren’t just interested in me as
w
a basketball player, they were
iinterested in developing me as a
man too.”
m
In his fi rst season the true
ffreshman Thornton started in 20
oof the 31 games during the 2013114 season, averaging a modest
44.9 points per game.
His numbers have steadily
iincreased as he developed his
ggame and matured.
In his final year of eligibility
w
with the Spartans, he has taken
oon a leading role with his
tteammates who describe him as
jjust that.
Sophomore forward Cody
S
Schwartz, who from De Pere,

Wisconsin to SJSU, said
that Thornton is known as
the welcoming spirit to new
teammates, especially players
from out of state.
“He’s a great leader, he’s almost
like another assistant coach out
there,” Schwartz said. “He is
really accepting of everyone on
the team, and he makes you feel
like San Jose State is another
home. That really helped me out
when I came from far away.”
Thornton had the experience
of playing basketball under
his father Ike Thornton at Sam
Houston High School in Texas
and developed his own coachlike mindset.
“I enjoyed it, we had our
moments sometimes where
we butted heads, but it wasn’t
very often. I can talk to him
probably three times a day
just about basketball and life,”
Thornton said.
Sophomore forward Ryan
Singer explained the leadership
ability that Thornton has on the
team and also the impact he has
on younger players.
“He knows how to lead each
person in their own specific
way to get the job done,” Singer
said. “He knows that freshman
need a little instruction, but
he’ll take them under his wing
and lead by example.”
Last season, he led the way in

steals for the second year in a
row and also held a career high
of 17 points on the road against
Seattle University.
Thornton’s
favorite
part
about being at SJSU is the
fact that he has the chance to
develop relationships with his
teammates, and have each of
their backs.
“Being in the program, I know
what is expected of us as players
from our coaches,” Thornton
said. “I try to provide a calming
force for our team, be like a rock
and making plays for other guys
so they can get easy shots.”
Thornton notes the game when
the Spartans defeated the Fresno
State Bulldogs in February 65-53
was one of his favorite moments
for the team.
Thornton mentioned players
like forwards Ryan Welage and
Brandon Clarke as members of
the team who have improved
over the summer.
“We have more depth than
we’ve had in the past and that’s
gonna help us out a lot. We also
have internal team goals that we
use to keep ourselves accountable
everyday,” Thornton said.
Being the glue of his team,
Isaac plans to stay around
the game as much as possible
following his final year at SJSU.

Follow Shellise on Twitter
@soulfulpenned
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2016 NATIONAL

CHAMPIONSHIP

BY RYAN VERMONT
SPORTS EDITOR

PI NA
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There hasn’t been a SJSU cross-country
runner to qualify and run in a NCAA
Division 1 Championship since 1984, so
32 years ago.
That will no longer be the case at the
conclusion of this weekend.
Sophomore Jose Pina earned his place
in the 2016 National Championship after
finishing eighth place in the NCAA West
Regional Cross Country Championship a
week ago, and will compete in this year’s
race in Terre Haute, Indiana.
“Right now, I’m keeping calm,” Pina
said. “It still hasn’t hit me that I qualified.”
Pina will be the only Spartan in a field
of 31 teams of the top teams in Division
1 along with over 30 runners individually
representing their university.
“Based on my time and how I felt in
the race, I’m confident in what I can do,”
Pina said. “At the same time, knowing
that it’s probably going to go at a faster
pace, more competition, I just have to be
smart and relaxed and have fun like I did
at the other races and use everything as
my motivation.”
The 10K race will take place on the
LaVern Gibson Cross Country Course at
the Wabash Valley Family Sports Center
and hosted by Indiana State University.
Samuel Chelanga of Liberty University
set the record time at the course during
the 2009 NCAA National Championships
where he finished with a time of 28:41.3.
According to the Lavern Gibson
website, the track is unique because it is
noted as being one of the few “purposebuilt, cross-country courses in the world.”

The course is part of 240 acres of
property that the Wabash Valley Family
Sports Center possesses.

“
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Y can’t
You
c
even see the
ceiling. You really don’t
know what he’s able to
do and accomplish. He
made a huge jump just last
weekend from where he
was previously and you
don’t go back.
Brad Wick

Spartans’ head coach

SJSU cross-country coach Brad Wick
expressed how far he thinks Pina could
go in his cross-country career.
“You can’t even see the ceiling. You
really don’t know what he’s able to do
and accomplish,” Wick said. “He made
a huge jump just last weekend from
where he was previously and you don’t
go back.”
Pina finished in the top two for SJSU
in each of the team’s races this year. His
best finish this season was placing fi rst
at the Santa Clara Duel (8K) where he
crossed the line with a time of 23:47.
He will look to have a strong showing on
Saturday in the final race of his 2016 season.

Follow Ryan on Twitter
@your_pal_ryan
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